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Laurent Dubois & Richard Lee Turits, Freedom Roots: Histories from the Caribbean.
Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2019. 395 pp. (Cloth US$35.00)

This powerfully argued and engagingly written book offers a thematic history
of the Caribbean, with a focus on events that put the region at the center of
global developments and on struggles for freedom by its peoples. It’s based
on a truly impressive range of mainly-published sources in three languages, as
the nearly 60 pages of annotations reveal. (Annoyingly, there’s no bibliography
and only one, very inadequate, general map of the region.) Laurent Dubois and
Richard Lee Turits say their theme is the “island Caribbean,” not the “Greater
Caribbean,” but in fact the Guianas are implicitly included in their definition
(for example in the account of the 1823 Demerara rebellion, pp. 116–18).
Though Freedom Roots is not a straightforward narrative history, it is struc-

tured on a chronological basis. Part One discusses the region’s history from
pre-Columbian times to the late 1800s. The account of the pre-1492 societies
of the Greater Antilles, and of the familiar story of conquest, colonization, and
genocide (Chapter 1), is fairly standard, based on up-to-date scholarship; as the
authors write, while “older orthodoxies” about the indigenous Caribbean have
been overthrown, we still lack “a new consensus about what terms and cate-
gories most usefully describe the indigenous world” of 1492 (p. 34). Chapter 2
examines the plantation complex, fromHispaniola in the 1500s to Jamaica and
Saint-Domingue in the 1700s, and theworlds createdbyplantation andenslave-
ment. Part One endswith Chapter 3, on the slow and painfulmovement to free-
dom for the enslaved, with a strong focus on self-liberation through rebellion
and everyday resistance. The significance of “family land” for the newly freed
is emphasized in this chapter, following the work of Jean Besson on Jamaica in
particular.
In Part Two, the major theme is the twentieth-century involvement of the

United States in the independent Caribbean. Chapter 4 takes up the develop-
ment of “informal” empire in Cuba from 1898, and the formal occupation of
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Haiti and theDominican Republic from 1915/16. The authors showhowTrujillo,
Batista, and (later) the Duvaliers were the inevitable products of these occupa-
tions or interventions and their aftermath. Chapters 5 and 6 focus on Cuba: a
detailed account of the “making” of the Revolution during the period 1953–58
and the establishment of the new regime in 1959–61. Only three pages (277–80)
deal with Cuba after the Bay of Pigs. Chapter 6 also considers the tragic history
of theDominicanRepublic betweenTrujillo’s assassination in 1961 and the 1965
U.S. invasion and its immediate aftermath. The last chapter looks at Jamaica in
the 1970s, Grenada during its Revolution, andAristide’s short-lived government
in Haiti.
To repeat, this is a thematic history, not a narrative one, and the authors

have selected their topics, especially in Part Two, with (I think) the aim of
showing how central the Caribbean has been to what Marxists used to call
“world-historical” events and developments, which naturally points to the “dra-
matic” events (revolutions, U.S. invasions or occupations) over quieter modes
of transformation. It appears to be self-evident to the authors that the Grenada
Revolution, an event in a tiny island that “captured global attention” (p. 297),
deserves a fewpages, rather than (say) the extraordinary transformation of Bar-
bados between the 1950s and the 1980s, which took place without a revolution
or an invasion/occupation, and thus failed to garner the attention of the world.
Is it equally self-evident thatMichaelManley in Jamaica “came closer than per-
haps any leader in a Caribbean or low-income nation anywhere to achieving …
a genuine social democracy” (p. 296)? A reasonable case could bemade for the
leaders of Barbados andTrinidad&Tobago in the sameperiod—but theydidn’t
go in for the radical rhetoric and international posturing that made Manley so
admired in the “ThirdWorld” and byWestern leftists.
It’s a truism that a thematic history can’t cover everything. Frommy location

in the southern part of the region, it was a little disconcerting that one could
read this fairly long book and never discover that in three Caribbean nations
(Guyana, Suriname, Trinidad & Tobago), people descended from immigrants
from India constitute the largest single ethnic group.Or, for thatmatter, that the
region includes three “departments” of France and several islands with varying
ties to the Netherlands. But Freedom Roots offers a well-written, always inter-
esting, and erudite account of the topics it takes up, especially the troubled
histories of Cuba, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic in the last century.
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